
TICUANTEPE, Nicaragua: Thirteen tapirs lounge
in the bushes of Ticuantepe Zoo, in eastern
Nicaragua, their bellies plump with leaves and
fruit-blissfully unaware of the peril faced by their
kind. The largest land mammals in Central
America, the brown, pig-like animals with sloping
snouts came into the world in captivity, in an
enclosure a short distance from the country’s
Masaya Volcano, under a scheme to save their
endangered species. Each day they put away nine
kilograms of leaves, fruit and horse feed, and are
regularly weighed and monitored by cameras.

“Here, they’re well fed,” said Eduardo Sacasa, a
wildlife expert who runs the reproductive pro-
gram. In some cases, too much so: one of the
males, a three-year-old called Pamka, was put on
a diet because “he is too fat.” Human encroach-
ment and climate change have decimated the
woodland habitat of the Baird’s tapir, one of five

species left in the world, and, along with human
and feline predators, have helped wipe out 16
other tapir species. Pamka and his fellow herbi-
vores are among no more than 800 of the species
left in Nicaragua. 

Release into the wild    
The Baird’s tapir, considered at risk of extinc-

tion by the International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN), is the “most threatened”
quadruped in Nicaragua, Sacasa said. It faces “flat-
out deforestation, encroaching farmland, illegal
sales and poaching, because people eat them,” he
said. In Ticuantepe Zoo, efforts are deployed to
have them reproduce. But that’s no easy task.
Gestation is long — 14 months-and females pro-
duce only one offspring at a time.Three of the
females are pregnant, including Rosita, a 12-year-
old tapir, and Pueblana, nine years old.

Soon, others being held at the zoo will be
released into the wild-but only if there are guar-
antees they won’t be killed, Sacasa said. Three
years ago, a couple of tapirs were about to be
freed but their release was cancelled at the last
moment when it was judged their safety wasn’t
secure. Tilba, a two-year-old male, is one of the
animals designated to be taken by army helicop-
ter to a hard-to-access reserve on Nicaragua’s
Caribbean coast. His young age makes him a
good candidate to adapt to the wild.

Once in his new habitat, he will be joined by a
female chosen by the conservation team as his
potential mate. Sacasa, who began studying tapir
behavior two decades ago with an American
expert from Michigan University, Christopher
Jordan, explained how they keep close tabs on
the animals even after they are set free, tracking
them through satellite-linked collars and some
150 cameras dotted through the jungle. His
ambition is to eventually develop the conserva-
tion program and present “alternative ways to
save the tapir” to the government.

Shrinking habitat    
Across all of Central America, there are an esti-

mated 3,000 Baird’s tapirs left, according to envi-
ronmental preservation organizations. That num-
ber could be cut by 80 percent in coming years if
conservation measures aren’t put in place, the
IUCN warns in a report. Already, their population
has more than halved over the past three genera-
tions. The animals, who use their snout to forage,
weigh between 200 and 300 kilograms and have
a life expectancy of between 15 and 40 years.
Largely sedentary and mostly nocturnal, they
usually stay within a nine-kilometer radius within
their habitat. 

Altering their immediate environment there-
fore directly puts their survival on the line-a big
concern, given that 70 percent of Central
America’s woodland has disappeared in 40 years,
according to the IUCN. In Nicaragua, the tapirs
that lived on the western, Pacific coast have
largely disappeared, a geographer who advises
the government on environmental issues, Jaime
Incer, said. That trend looked certain to worsen as
each year the country loses between 50,000 and
60,000 hectares of forest, he said.  —AFP 
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WASHINGTON: Opening a new era in
cancer care, US health officials have
approved a breakthrough treatment that
genetically engineers patients’ own
blood cells into an army of assassins to
seek and destroy childhood leukemia.
The Food and Drug Administration said
the approval on Wednesday was historic,
the first gene therapy to hit the US mar-
ket. Made from scratch for every patient,
it’s one of a wave of “living drugs” under
development to fight additional blood
cancers and other tumors, too.

Novartis Pharmaceuticals set the
price for its one-time infusion of so-
called “CAR-T cells” at $475,000, but said
there would be no charge for patients
who didn’t show a response within a
month. “This is a brand new way of treat-
ing cancer,” said Dr. Stephan Grupp of
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, who
treated the first child with CAR-T cell
therapy - a girl who’d been near death
but now is cancer-free for five years and
counting. “That’s enormously exciting.” 

CAR-T treatment uses gene therapy
techniques not to fix disease-causing
genes but to turbocharge T cells,
immune system soldiers that cancer too
often can evade. Researchers filter those
cells from a patient’s blood, reprogram
them to harbor a “chimeric antigen
receptor” or CAR that zeroes in on can-
cer, and grow hundreds of millions of
copies. Returned to the patient, the
revved-up cells can continue multiplying
to fight disease for months or years. 

It’s a completely different way to har-
ness the immune system than popular
immunotherapy drugs called “check-
point inhibitors” that treat a variety of
cancers by helping the body’s natural T
cells better spot tumors. CAR-T cell ther-
apy gives patients stronger T cells to do
that job. “We’re entering a new frontier
in medical innovation with the ability to
reprogram a patient’s own cells to attack
a deadly cancer,” said FDA Commissioner
Scott Gottlieb.

The first CAR-T version, developed by
Novartis and the University of
Pennsylvania, is approved for use by sev-
eral hundred patients a year who are
desperately ill with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia, or ALL. It strikes more than
3,000 children and young adults in the
US each year and while most survive,
about 15 percent relapse despite today’s
best treatments. In a key study of 63

advanced patients, 83 percent went into
remission soon after receiving the CAR-T
cells. Importantly, it’s not clear how long
that benefit lasts: Some patients did
relapse months later. 

The others still are being tracked to
see how they fare long-term. Still, “a far
higher percentage of patients go into
remission with this therapy than any-
thing else we’ve seen to date with
relapsed leukemia,” said Dr.  Ted
Laetsch of  the Univers ity  of  Texas
Southwestern Medical Center, one of
the study sites.  “ I  wouldn’t  say we
know for sure how many will be cured
yet by this therapy. There certainly is a
hope” that some will be. Most patients
suffered side effects that can be gruel-
ing, even life-threatening. 

Cytokine release syndrome
An immune overreaction called

“cytokine release syndrome” can trigger
high fevers, plummeting blood pressure
and in severe cases organ damage, side
effects that require sophisticated care to
help patients without blocking the can-
cer attack. The FDA designated a treat-
ment for those side effects Wednesday.
“This is remarkable technology,” said Dr.
Mikkael Sekeres of the American Society
of Hematology. But, he cautioned that
CAR-T “isn’t a panacea.”

Among concerns, sometimes
leukemia can develop resistance, and
sometimes patients worsen while wait-
ing for their new cells, said Sekeres, who
directs the Cleveland Clinic’s leukemia
program and wasn’t involved with CAR-T
testing. “Unfortunately leukemia grows
so rapidly that it can evade even the
smartest of our technologies,” he added.
To better ensure patient safety, the FDA
is requiring Novartis to offer CAR-T ther-
apy only through medical centers spe-
cially trained and certified to handle the
complicated treatment. 

Novartis expects to have 32 centers
around the country, mostly in large
cities, running by year’s end, with the
first 20 offering care within the next
month. Patients’ collected immune cells
will be frozen and shipped to a Novartis
factory in New Jersey that creates each
dose, a process the company says should
take about three weeks. The $475,000
price tag doesn’t include the cost of
needed hospitalizations, travel to a certi-
fied hospital and other expenses. —AP 
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NEW JERSEY: In this photo, provided by Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.,
human T cells belonging to cancer patients arrive at Novartis Pharmaceuticals
Corp.’s Morris Plains, New Jersey facility. — AP

MASAYA: A tapir calf and its mother walk in their enclosure at the National Zoo in Masaya, Nicaragua. — AFP

In Nicaragua, a fight to 
save endangered tapirs

Human encroachment, climate change decimate woodland habitat

HAMBURG: The world’s most powerful X-ray
laser opened Friday in Germany, promising to
shed new light onto very small things by let-
ting scientists penetrate the inner workings of
atoms, viruses and chemical reactions. The
mega-project generates extremely intense
laser flashes, at a mind-boggling rate of 27,000
per second, inside a 3.4-kilometre tunnel
below the northern city of Hamburg. 

Hailed as one of Europe’s most cutting-
edge research projects, the European XFEL,
hidden 38 meters below corn fields and resi-
dential areas, was opened after eight years’
construction at a ribbon-cutting ceremony
with science and technology ministers from
the 11 countries involved. At the heart of the
1.5-billion-euro facility is the ultrafast X-ray
laser strobe light, which will allow researchers
for the first time to look deep inside matter
and take snapshots and “molecular movies”.

“We can look deep into the micro-world,
the nano-world, the world of atoms and mole-

cules, and study things we didn’t previously
know, for example what molecules do in a
chemical reaction,” said Johanna Wanka,
Germany’s education and research minister.
Teams from around the world will be able to,
for instance, map the atomic details of viruses,
take 3-D images of the molecular make-up of
cells or film chemical reactions as they happen.

The huge laser is “like a camera and a micro-
scope that will make it possible to see more
tiny details and processes in the nano-world
than ever before,” XFEL managing director
Robert Feidenhans’l said. He said that so far, sci-
entists know many chemical and biological
processes only by their outcomes-like a football
fan reading the score of a match he missed.
“Now you can see the game and you can ana-
lyze it ... so next time you can win,” Feidenhans’l
said. “The game could be a chemical process, a
biological process, it could be how you get
energy from sunlight. The principle is the same:
you want to see the game.” —AFP
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